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Label-free imaging by
stimulated parametric
emission microscopy
reveals a difference in
hemoglobin distribution
between live and fixed
erythrocytes
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Abstract. We demonstrate that stimulated parametric
emission 共SPE兲 microscopy enables label-free, 3-D visualization of internal hemoglobin distribution of live mouse
and chicken erythrocytes with high sensitivity. Change in
hemoglobin distribution in chicken erythrocytes before
and after ethanol fixation is clearly visualized. © 2009 Society

of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. 关DOI: 10.1117/1.3207151兴
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Hemoglobin is the primary constituent of erythrocytes and
its change in concentration is linked to various kinds of diseases from anemia to polycythemia. Previous reports have
studied the distribution of hemoglobin, both in the nucleus
and cytoplasm of chicken erythrocytes,1 and suggested its
roles in various stages of erythrocyte development.2,3 However, fluorescence microscopy used in these studies are usually compromised by fixation artifacts that can be observed as
intense perinuclear and marginal concentrations of hemoglobin in chicken erythrocytes.4,5 A live-cell imaging technique
that provides intrinsic/label-free detection of hemoglobin is
thus demanded.
Currently, great attention is being focused on nonlinear
optical processes that provide endogenous signatures of not
just hemoglobin, but biological materials generally. Previous
reports have demonstrated that hemoglobin possesses large
two-photon absorptivities and nonlinear resonances in the infrared region.6,7 A recent label-free technique called twophoton absorption 共TPA兲 microscopy can image and differentiate between oxyhemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin in tissue
by direct detection of their two-photon absorption.8,9 Earlier,
third-harmonic generation 共THG兲 was also found to be effec†
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Fig. 1 共a兲 Schematic setup of SPE. OB, objective lens; CL, collector
lens; M, mirror; F1, F2: sets of optical filters; SLM: spatial light modulator; G: grating; GM: rectangular gold mirror; CM: concave mirror;
and ChM: chirped mirror. M1 and M2 are positioned in the same
vertical plane but at different heights. M1 delivers the precompensated beam to the GVD compensator, while M2 receives and delivers
the output beam, which will serve as an excitation beam to the microscopy. 共b兲 Energy and phase matching diagrams of SPE. 共c兲 Intensity diagram of SPE signal before and after dispersion compression by
SLM. 共d兲 Dependence of SPE signal on hemoglobin concentration.

tive for visualizing flowing erythrocytes, and was assumed to
correlate with hemoglobin concentration.10 Recently, hemoglobin was found to provide a resonantly enhanced THG signal around 420 nm.11 However, high-sensitivity THG imaging
of hemoglobin seems difficult, since the generation of THG is
usually allowed only at interfaces of different media.
We recently proposed stimulated parametric emission
共SPE兲 microscopy for label-free visualization of biological
samples based on electronics resonance of sample
molecules.12,13 SPE is a nonlinear-optical four-wave mixing
共FWM兲 process that involves the mixing of a pump beam at
an angular frequency of 1 and a dump beam at 2 to produce a signal at frequency SPE = 2 ⫻ 1 − 2. SPE has been
described as a source of noise in coherent anti-Stoke Raman
scattering 共CARS兲 microscopy.14 However, with the use of a
Ti:sapphire laser with a pulse-width shorter than 10 fs in a
tightly focused condition, we suggested that SPE is dominant
among the FWM processes, and the CARS signal is relegated
to a source of noise in SPE.12 Considering the relaxed phase
matching condition in SPE as well as the large nonlinear absorptivities of hemoglobin, the SPE visualization of hemoglobin seems attractive and possible for high sensitivity.
Here, using a system modified from that previously
proposed,12 we report high-resolution imaging of unstained
hemoglobin in live erythrocytes. The technique uses a modelocked Ti:sapphire laser 共 = 660 to 930 nm兲 共Venteon |
Pulse:One 艋8 fs, 200 MHz, Nanolayers, Rheinbreitbach,
Germany兲 pumped by a continuous-wave laser 共532 nm,
Verdi-V10, Coherent, Palestine, Texas兲 关Fig. 1共a兲兴. One set of
filters 共F1兲 共SCF-50S-66R long-pass filter, Sigma-Koki, and
Tokyo, Japan, SI0870 short-pass filter, Asahi Spectra, Torrance, California兲 placed in front of the objective lens 共OB兲
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共100⫻, 1.4 NA, oil immersion, Olympus兲 and one set of filters 共F2兲 共SV0780; SV0750 and SV0650 short-pass filters,
Asahi Spectra兲 placed to the rear of the collector lens 共CL兲
共100⫻, 0.8 NA, Olympus兲 not only provide an excitation
beam with wavelengths ranging from 670 to 870 nm, but also
restrict the SPE signal to the region from 570 to 650 nm and
eliminate the remnants of the excitation beam from the signal.
Due to the strong requirement for phase matching, two separate portions of the irradiation beam play pump and dump
roles to produce SPE signals. Figure 1共b兲 shows energy and
phase matching diagrams of SPE. The detector is a photomultiplier tube 共PMT兲 共H7732, Hamamatsu Photonics兲.
The modifications, as mentioned, are mainly on the use of
a single broadband laser and a spatial light modulation 共SLM兲
embedded compensation system composed of two parts: a
chirped mirror system precompensates for second-order dispersion and a group velocity delay 共GVD兲 compensator compensates for higher order dispersion, indicated in Fig. 1共a兲 as
yellow and aqua boxes, respectively. The GVD compensator
consists of an optical grating 共G兲 and the SLM, and its working has been described in detail previously.15 With the use of
the embedded SLM in this modified system, the SPE signal
intensity has effectively increased about 1000 times
共 ⬃ 30 dB兲 关Fig. 1共c兲兴. As the SPE signal is proportional to the
cubed laser power, the power can be reduced to about a tenth,
or the sensitivity can be improved about ten-fold.
In this demonstration, we visualized hemoglobin in mouse
and chicken erythrocytes. We confirmed that the SPE signal
intensity of hemoglobin is dependent on its concentration
关Fig. 1共d兲兴. Since the SPE process could be resonantly enhanced by the presence of a quantum level near 2 ⫻ 1, the
strong SPE signal of hemoglobin, presumably, originates from
the two-photon resonance of hemoglobin. Proof of the existence of two-photon resonance is given in Fig. 1共d兲, although
it is not sufficient enough. Further elucidation requires sophisticated nonlinear spectroscopic experiments in the future. As
hemoglobin is a nonfluorescent protein, it is not necessary to
care about signal contamination by hemoglobin fluorescence.
In addition, we have measured the intracellular autofluorescences by inserting a polarizer to eliminate only the SPE signal. The experiment suggested that the contribution of fluorescence is as small as that from the culture medium 共data not
shown兲. 3-D imaging of a mouse erythrocyte 关Fig. 2共a兲兴
clearly illustrates the 3-D doughnut-shape distribution of hemoglobin inside the cells. Figure 2共b兲 shows an even distribution of hemoglobin in a mouse spherocyte, an erythrocyte
with spherical cell morphology. Figures 2共c兲–2共e兲 show different sectional images of the mouse erythrocyte at different z
positions. The 0-m z position 关Fig. 2共e兲兴 shows an increase
in nonresonant background noise or a decrease in the signalto-noise ratio as the focal plane moves out of the cell area.
Further observations with chicken erythrocytes revealed a difference in hemoglobin distribution between fresh and ethanolfixed cells. Hemoglobin in a fresh chicken erythrocyte is distributed evenly over the cytoplasm and nucleus 关Fig. 2共f兲兴,
while in an ethanol-fixed cell, it is aggregated in the cytoplasm and close to the perinuclear region 关Fig. 2共g兲 and Video
1兴. Representative sectional images of the fixed cell are displayed in Figs. 2共h兲–2共j兲. Figure 2共j兲 shows the intensity profile along the diagonal indicated by the yellow line of Fig.
2共h兲. It indicates that the enhancement factor between resoJournal of Biomedical Optics

Fig. 2 共a兲 and 共b兲 3-D images of 共a兲 a fresh mouse erythrocyte and 共b兲
spherocyte 共b兲 taken at 2-mW laser power. Images are constructed
from nine and seven sectional images, respectively. Imaging conditions: 1-ms pixel dwell time, 0.2-m x-y scanning-step, and 0.5-m
incremental step along the z axis. Box dimensions are 15⫻ 15
⫻ 4 m and 15⫻ 15⫻ 3 m, respectively. 共c兲-共e兲 Representative sectional images of the fresh mouse erythrocyte. 共f兲 and 共g兲 3-D images of
共f兲 fresh and 共g兲 ethanol-fixed chicken erythrocytes taken at 2-mW
laser power. Each image is constructed from six sectional images.
Imaging condition: 1-ms pixel dwell time, 0.2-m x-y scanning-step,
and 0.5-m incremental step along the z axis. Box dimensions are
15⫻ 15⫻ 2.5 m. 共h兲 and 共i兲 Representative sectional images of the
fixed chicken erythrocyte. Bars: 5 m. 共j兲 Intensity profile along the
yellow line in 共h兲.

nantly enhanced and nonresonant signals can be as high as
1.8. This factor is much higher than the general SPE contrast
of maximum 1.35 in other cases, in which we observed various kinds of biological materials in plant BY-2 and HeLa cells
共data not shown兲.
The intense perinuclear hemoglobin concentration has
been reported previously.4,5 It is shown that fixation methods
such as paraformaldehyde could lead to obvious morphological changes, while cell morphology showed no significant
changes by methanol fixations.16 Our observations of
paraformaldehyde and ethanol-fixed chicken erythrocytes
agree with this finding. Therefore, in the scope of this work,
we placed our focus only on the exploitation of differences
between live and ethanol-fixed chicken erythrocytes. This is

Video 1 Video shows vertical and horizontal 360-deg rotations of 3-D
image of an ethanol-fixed chicken red blood cell. The image is constructed from a stack of six sectional images. Box dimensions are
15⫻ 15⫻ 2.5 m, 共QuickTime, 2.83 Mb兲.
关URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1117/1.3207151.1兴.
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the first time SPE has been introduced as a label-free technique for visualization of hemoglobin with a high sensitivity,
and also the first illustration of hemoglobin distribution differences by means of using a label-free method. The 2-mW
average laser power used in all observations is quite low in
comparison with reported hemoglobin visualizations by THG
and TPA.8–11 Therefore, SPE could potentially be an alternative, effective, and direct way not only for studying clinical
aspects of hemoglobin in erythrocytes, but also for biological
and medical studies.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that SPE can effectively visualize hemoglobin with high sensitivity and reveal
its 3-D distribution in erythrocytes. Due to its ability to produce an enhanced intrinsic signal from hemoglobin, SPE
demonstrates the difference in hemoglobin distribution between fresh and fixed chicken erythrocytes. Because SPE uses
a single laser, it could readily be coupled with other multiphoton techniques, e.g., two-photon fluorescence, secondharmonic generation, or THG. We believe that SPE will soon
find an important place in the field of biological and medical
imaging. Future works could focus on improving the sensitivity and selectivity by using different sets of pump and probe
pulses, or building a fast SPE system for monitoring rapid
intracellular processes.
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